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ts threatened
referendum wording.
Peard and Bonanto were also
instrumental in frustrating a similar
referendum attempt in 1992 by Jasper

Carolyn Cosby's
state-wide refierendum petition
approved!

Wyman.

By Alan Stearns

On July 2 1, Seciretary of State
Bill Diamond reluctantly gave
Carolyn Cosby and Concerned Maine
Fami lies permission to collect signatures for a state-wide anti-gay petition
for referendu m.
By July 23, Concerned Maine
Families was collecting signatures at
Portland's Deeri ng Oaks Festival.
l11e war has begun. The
target ballot date is November, 1994.
The petition contains two
significant paragraphs. )First is the
proposed ballot question. It reads:
"Do you favor the changes in
Maine law limiting protected classifications in future state and local laws
to race, color, sex, physical or mental
disability, religion, age ancestry,
national origin, familial status, and
marital status, and repealing existing
laws which expand these classifications as proposed by citizen petition?"
The second significant
paragraph is the proposed new legislation which would become part of the
Maine Human Rights Act. It reads:
"Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter or any other
provision of law, protected classes or
suspect classifications under state or
local human rights laws, rules, regula-

tions, ordinances, charter provisions
or policies are limited to race, color,
sex, physical or mental disability,
religion, age, ancestry, national origin,
familial status, and marital status. Any
provision of state or local law, rule,
regulation, ordinance, charter, provision or policy inconsistent with this
section is void and unenforceable.
This section being necessary
for the welfare of the State and the
inhabitants of Maine, shall be liberally
construed to accomplish its purpose
and is not to be interpreted or applied
as a limitation or restriction on
authority as enumerated in the Maine
Constitution."
Within five days of Cosby's
certification, MLGPA, MCLU, and
GLAD filed suit challenging the wording of the petition.
Led by Attorney Patricia Peard of

Portland's Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer &
Nelson, and Attorney Mary Bonanto
of Boston' s Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders, the complaint ·
alleges that the language "obscures the
true intent of the measure."
Furthermore, "no reasonable
voter would be aware of the (anti-gay)
intent from a first reading of the
petition. As such, the initiative is not
understandable."
The current challenge to the
petition is the onlly remaining legal
challenge available prior to the actual
submission of the petition with
signatures.
Attorney Peard, the Secretary
of State, and the Attorney General
have already managed to challenge
and delay Cosby''s petition drafts since
her first version in March, 1993,
which was identical to the Colorado

Carolyn Cosby does have
attorneys from out of state. Even
though she's recognized locally as a
wing nut, her access to national
resources cannot be underestimated.
If enacted, the proposed law
would repeal Portland' s Human
Rights Amendment. It would repeal
Lewiston's Human Rights Amendment.
It would prohibit future ~tate
or local protections based on sexual
orientation. It woulg. repeal the
Portland School Committee's employment policy.
It would arguably repeal the
protection of homosexuals and bisexuals under Maine laws punishing hate
crimes.
Curiously, it would also
arguably repeal existing laws which
regul~te the following "protected
classes:" low income people, smokers, individuals with pre-existing
medical conditions, workers with prior
compensation claims, and on and on.
Legal costs for challenges to
Cosby have already cost MLGPA,
GLAD, MCLU and others thousands
of dollars. MLGPA is already gearing
up for an enormous opposition to
Cosby's signature collection.
Donations for legal fees or
organizing should be sent to:
MLGPA, P. 0 . Box 232, Hallowell,
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Pride Reporter
says thank you
Responding to some confusion
around lhe source of funds for starting
the CPR, publishing editor, Winnie
Weir wants to p1Jblicly thank t:pe following persons for loaning the business
various sums of money, equipment, and
professional consultation services:
Cindy Lupien, Maine
Deborah Forrest, Virginia
Lyn Higgs, New Hampshire
Jim Estes & Joe Piergrossi, Jr., Maine
Thank you also to the following
persons who have made outright donations of various sums of money:
Roy Keller, deceased
Larry Bliss, Maine
David Smith, Connecticut
Roge! White, Ohio
The supJ:)Ort of these friends has
helped me realize the beginnings of a
vision I have for my life. I am very
grateful for their faith in me.

CPR office hours
The office schedule for the
Community Priide Reporter is set
based on the faclt that while this 1s a full
time endeavor, tihere are times when no
one will be available to answer your
telephone calls or greet yl'J u at the door
should you drop by to visit.
Times when someone will be
available are Tuesdays, 1-6 p.m.;
Wednesdays and Thursdys 12-5 p.m.
The office will be.closed on Mondays.
This is not to say that someone
will not be there at other times. The
answering machine is always on , and
messages will be returned promptly.
In additilon, the CPR office will
be closed from Friday, August 6th
through Friday, August 13th. Messages
will be checked,, and return calls made as
soon as possible.

E
On July 9th, I took the bus to
Bangor to meet with a potential
distributor for CPR, and to stop in at
The Rage to meet the new owner.
On the 10th, I again boarded
the bus heading to Presque~ Isle. I was
awed by the beauty of our state. The
lush greens of birch and poplar, pine
and elm, the carpets of grass sprinkled
with flowers of white and yellow,
pinks and lavenders.
The majesty of Mt. Kathadin
and Baxter State Park teased this
traveler, beckoning me stay. The sun
appeared to be resting at the summit of
Kathadin. As the bus rolled past exit
56, Benedicta, I wondered if readers'
reaction would be to that, "Benedicta?"
Seventeen years ago I lived in
"the County", as Aroostook is fondly
referred to, in a little town called
Mapleton, 7 miles beyond Presque Isle.
I found it difficult to believe the
emotions I felt and the memories that
came flooding back; both ,good and ,
bad, the heartbrea!Q and joy of my first , ·
lesbian experience (I wonder if she's
still married?).
I recalled the interstate being
one lane in each direction without a
median strip. It's now two lanes with a
strip of thickly grown trees. Breaks in
the trees confirmed my suspicions --

there is no traffic on the other side.
The bus was the only vehicle northbound as far as the eye could see. I
wondered what it would be like to
move back....
Perhaps I wanted to get back
to a peaceful, simpler life, leave the
worries behind, forget the problems
facing me and my lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered brothers and
sisters.
Wrong! The actions of
Carolyn Cosby and her Concerned
Families of Maine organization stand
as a vivid testament to the problems
facing all gay people in Maine, from
Madawaska to Berwick, and from
Lubec to Rangely.
There is a battle to be fought.
A peaceful, simpler life is a dream for
the future when our rights are secured.
Right now, we have received a loud
wake-up call.
As you will read in the following pages, MLGPA, MCLU, and
GLAD have'ta'ken legal action to
challenge the hidden intent of the
wording in the outrageous referendum
question Cosby and her homophobic

long and costly series of battles. The
the more liberal to radically labelled
financial cost will be staggering, as
organizations.. It also calls for those
will the emotional energy needed to
liberal to radically labelled organizawin.
tions to be supportive of those they see
And win we must! And win
as more conservative.
we shall! It is time, right now, for us
"Divide and conquer" are not
to come together as never before, in a
just words printed on a page. It is a
show of solidarity that will understand- well-thought out philosophy of war.
ably push the envelope for all of us
Don't think for a minute that Cosby
It's no secret that our diversity
and her crowd haven't thought about it.
causes dissension among us. I was not
I'd like to give them something
in Portland during EPP, but when I
else to think about. You may circulate
returned, what's the first thing I heard
this petition among the ignorant,
about? One group being upset by
fearful, right-winged church goers in
another groups' conservative manner,
secret, but I tell you that as soon as I
dress, and behavior, and feeling
can obtain copies of signed petitions, I
excluded from the process.
will make as many names public as I
We cannot afford to exclude
can through this paper.
even one of us from this upcoming
I've heard it said that we (gay,
battle. Our diversity has to become
lesbian, bisexual, an1 transgendered
our strength. Our highest calling, I
people), are our own worstenemies.
submit, is to honor each other, not
NOT! We are talking about
pass judgement on one another or the
our lives here. I believe in us! I
ways in which we protest or do our
believe we can believe in each other!
/)
political action.
I 'knuw that it is not going to
be easy. It calls for the more conservative organizations to be supportive of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,,,...,..__ _ _ _ _ _
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allies hope to put before the people of
this state in November of 1994.
As one writer stated, "The war
is on." We all know it is going to be a

r.============~-----~-------------,p•
NORTHERN
LAMBDA
NORD
Since 1980, NORTHERN LAMBDA NoRD has served the
lesbian-gay-bisexual community of northern Maine and
neighbouring New Brunswick with a variety of educational
and social activities. NLN has a lending library, operates
the Gay-Lesbian Phoneline, and publishes a monthly
newsletter. We host the Maine Symposium and other
special events. Our current fundraising goal is to establish
Maine's first lesbian-gay-bi community center; we
appreciate all donations, which are fully tax-deductible.
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD
POB 990, Caribou, Maine 04736-0990 USA
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ALL REQUEST OLDIES

Wednesday HOT DANCE

Thursday

REQUEST!
YOUR FAVORITE DANCE
Techno & CountrY tunes

Friday

DANCE til 2:3CI a.m. with ANDY

Saturday

DANCE til 2:3() a.m. with ANDY

SUNDAY
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CPR__
The AIDS ]~oject names new Executive Director
Deborah G. Shields to assume responsibilities of Maine's largest AIDS service organization

Pleas•e ask,
please tell
By Alan Stearns

By: Winnie Weir & TAP News Release

In a recent press release, The
AIDS Project Board President, Leo J.
LaPlante, announced the hiring of
Deborah G. Shields as the: new Executive Director.
Ms. Shields succeeds Marjorie
Love who headed the agency since
1990. Ms. Love has been awarded a
fellowship in non-profit management at
Tufts University.
"Over 100 people applied for
this leaping position in the AIDS
community in Maine," said Mr.
LaPlante. "Marjorie Love: leaves The
AIDS Project in excellent financial
condition, with a strong and dedicated
staff, says LaPlante, adding "We are
very fortunate to have someone with

Deborah Shields' experience in the
AIDS epidemic to direct The AIDS
Project as we work to meet growing
needs for client services and prevention
education."
Shields comes to Portland from
Boston, where she was Clinical Supervisor from 1989-91 for the AIDS Law
Oinic at Harvard Law School, one of
the first legal agencies of its kind in the
country. While there, she supervised
volunteer attorneys and law students
who provided legal services to people
living with HIV.
She also carried her own case
load, advising clients on legal matters
relating to discrimination, insurance, bankruptcy, estate planning and family law.
Shields has had a career as a legal
advocate, community educator and nonprofit consultant. From 1987-89, she was
a staff attorney at the Massachusetts Correctional Legal Services.
Most recently, she was Referral
Service Director at the National
Lawyer'.s Guild in Boston, secuting
legal services for low-income clients.
In addition, she supervised the
restructuring of Bromfield Street
Educational Foundation, a progressive,
non~profit organization which organires
"OutWrite," the annual National Gay &
Lesbian Writers Conference. (This
group also publishes Gay Community
~ a Boston newspaper.)

She has been associated with
several Boston AIDS organizations,
including AIDS Action Committee and
the Minority AIDS Council. She
played an active role on the Prisoners
With Aids Task Force, served on clean
needle bill policy committees and
helped organize the first women and
AIDS conference in Boston in 1990.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
the University of Michigan, Shields
took her law degree at Northeastern
University.
She held several law internships in civil rights and family law,
including a stint at the NAACP Defense
Fund in New York. She was awarded a
fellowship in international human rights
law at the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy.
At The AIDS Project, Shields
will oversee a staff of 12 and a budget
of $500,000. TAP is Maine's largest
AIDS service organization, with offices
in Portland and Lewiston. The agency
provide~ I~upport• services
to over 200
•
people living with HIV in Cumberland,
York, Androscoggin and Oxford
counties. In addition, it conducts
prevention education and outreach
programs in local communities. It is
one often anonymous testing sites in
Maine, and operates the state-wide, tollfree AIDS information hotline.

A group of gay and lesbian
attorneys andl law students incorporated
the Maine Lesbian and Gay Law Association this month.
Mod1~led after the Massachusetts
Lesbian and Gay Bar Association, the
group is dedicated to address legal issues
concerning lesbian, gay men, and
bisexuals, an(i to foster an open and
supportive environment for lesbians, gay
men and bisexuals in the practice oflaw.
According to founding attorney
Pamela Knowles Lawrason, the group's
first task will be to build membership.
Over twenty gay and lesbian attorneys
were involved in preliminary meetings
leading up to the incorporation.
The mailing list is growing, and
the group is especially interested in
reaching out to non-lawyer legal professionals and potential members outside
the Portland-Augusta corridor.
Long term goals of the group
range from supporting the expansion of
legal service groups such as Boston's
Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders (GLAD) to monitoring judicial
appointments,, to provfding referral
services and kgal workshops.
The group has tentatively agreed
to write a regular column in Comunity
Pride Reporter.

For more information or membership materilal, contact Maine Lesbian
and Gay Law Asso~iation, P.O.Box 443,
Portland, ME 04112 or call Attorney
Lawrason at 829-3379.

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I know what needs to change
I'm not' sure how
but I'm ready to try

-

Yes,Iwant~o

The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
welcomes
The Community Pride Reporter!

. ,

Best wishes for a long and successful 1career reporting
the activities and accomplishments of Maine's lesbian
and gay community.

41111111111 change my hfe today.
353-5850
FIRST VISIT FREE
CINDY LUPIEN, M lEd.

PORTLAND

···-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··
- - - - - - - page 4 _

_...

The ML/GPA works to ensure equal treatmeltlt for gay men and
lesbians throughout Maine. For information about membership,
call 780-5656 today!

''Maine voters have a right to know NH Friends of the Quilt co,mmittee
what they're signing," says ~GPA work toward Sept. 24th-25:th display
The New Hampshire Friends of tlhe NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
President Aboud as Cosby hides
tlhe Quilt Committee is working to bring Quilt to tlhe New Hampshire College
Fieldhouse on September 24tlh and 25tlh.
panels oftlhe Names Project AIDS
anti-gay age1ida. "We are not trying to block Ms. Cosby 700
A successful flea market is an
Memorial Quilt to Manchester, NH.
Portland, MAINE - Paula

Aboud, President of the Maine Lesbian/
Gay Political Alliance, and Robin
Lambert, area businessman and former
Republican candidate for State Senate,
have been named plaintiffs in a suit
filed today (July 8, 1993) by tlhe Maine
Civil Liberties Union and Gay &
Lesbian Advocates & Defend1ers,
according to the latest press re:lease.
The suit challenges the confusing and misleading language of the antigay petition for a state referendum that
was certified by Secretary of State Bill
Diamond last week. (See page 1)
This initiative seeks to prohibit
any protection from discrimination for
gays, lesbians and bisexuals under the
Maine Human Rights Act, and would
also repeal any other state or local antidiscrimination measures in place.
It was submitted by Carolyn
Cosby and her group, Concerned Maine
Families, who hope to get it on the
November 1994 ballot.

from circulating her petition," says
Aboud. "We only want to make sure
that people know what it means," she
added.
"Cosby wants to enact official
discrimination against gay people, so
that is what it should say. Maine voters
have a right to know what they're
signing, " explained Aboud.
"Most of us in Maine have
heard her explain this· petition in tlhe
press and on 1V. She has clearly said
that gays and lesbians should not be
protected from discrimination."
"Ms. Cosby has even written a
letter to me in which she states that tlhe
purpose of this petition is to bring tlhe
issue of sexual orientation before tlhe
people of Maine," continues Aboud.
"But this petition doesn't use
the word 'discrimination' -- it doesn't
even mention gays and lesbians! In
fact, I challenge anyone to tell me what
it does mean... If she wants tlhe people
of Maine to discriminate against gays
and lesbians, let her say so openly,"
concluded the MLGPA President.

Committee members are
sponsoring a giant Flea Market at tlhe
Manchester Memorial High School on
Saturday, August 7tlh, from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. (Rain date is August 8tlh).
Food, entertainment, witlh live
bands, along witlh a live radio broadcast
are all part of this giant event. There
will be vendors from all over tlhe area
selling tlheir wares. The admission is
just$1.00.
This is just one of several fund
raising events scheduled to raise tlhe
anticipated $24,0Xl it will take to bring

important step fiJ11ancially to get this
monumental symbol of a global epi~
demic to tlhe citizens of New~pshire. The committee's goal is raise
AIDS awareness tlhrougho~ e schools
in particular. Thiis is a tr911endous need
in tlhe state.
Funds are also being raised to
provide for AIDS support agencies who
provide direct support to persons living
witlh HIV/AIDS.
For more information about
this project, please call (603) 595-9158.

We all need to remember.

coming in December. . ..

The NAMES Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt
hosted by
The NAMES Project/Maine

Photo by Geoff Higgs

December 1 thru 4

AUGUST1993

CALENDAR

BEAT THE HEAT IN AUGUST!
Metro Station Drinks: Lime or Strawberry Margaritas • Pina Coladas
Lime or Strawberry Daquaris • Tropical Pum:h $3.00

3 Floors ofAir Conditioned Ahnosphere

18 Park Street • Lewiston • Maine
786-6511
----•--Jlug. 6 'Bafzama 'J{jgfit

~ridays------ -------Saturaays - - -• - - -

Limho Contest S25
Best Bahama Outfit• Male $25 Female $25
M;,tnight Cash $25
Blue Lagoons 52.75 • Banana Banshees $2.75

Jlug. 20 :?v[en!

Jlu_g. 7

Jtug.21 'BaUoon :festival 'J{jgfit

Wet Jockey shorts contest hosted hy Larry
Free Metro caps to every participant
$50 to the winner
Cum shots $2.00 • Midnight Cash $25

Give us lip and compete in
Metro Blow Job Contest win $25 Metro Bucks
Woo Woo's $2.75

Purchase a Drink or Bee,· and pop a
balloon for money savirng coupons
Creamsikles $2.75

Jlug. 14 :Metro Jlugusta 'J{jgfit

Jlug. 28 ~tf J-fo,t Party

Show Metro-Augusta I.D. and pay no cover
andl.D. discount on all drinks all night.
Bay Breezes $2.75

Wear your hottest R,:d Outfit
Most Flamboyant $50
Cape CO<lders $2.75

Jlug. 13 '1Vomen!

Jlug. 27 !:Metro 'Bangor 'J{jgfit

Wet T- Shirt Contest hosted hv Cheri
Free Metro T-Shirt to every participani • $501st Place
Little Nipple shots 52.00• Midnight Cash $25

Show Metro-Bangor I.D. pay no cover
and I.D. ,liscount on all drinks all night.
Midnight Cash $25

~ page
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OUT of m:y mind
By Ken Constant

On Election Day, November of
1994, the voters in Maine may be asked
to make it illegal to grant any rights to
homosexuals in any state, county, city,
or town legislation.
This is the same law which was
passed in Colorado last November. The
same group behind this hideous , hateful
law will also have it on the ballot in
several other states.
Since November, there has been
a dramatic increase in violent hate
crimes in Colorado. It will also happen
here. ·
They operate under the guise
that it is to protect their i1t1nocent children. It is their belief that the gay and
lesbian community actively recruits
from the straight teens and pre-teens.
These people actually bellieve that we
have some kind of powers that can make
them desire having sex with us.
Laugh if you want, but they are
preaching this garbage, and people
(potential voters) are lisu:ning and
wondering if it's true. Just who are
these people, these self-proclaimed
saviors of the community?
Here in Portland, Carolyn
Cosby is the puppet whose strings are
being pulled by the group believed to
have the backing, both spiritually and
financially, of Pat Robertson. Her duty,
as she sees it, is to spreadl fear and
misunderstanding throughout the state.
She speaks the rhetoric, word
for word, of the national hate-mongers.
One has to question whether she has any
self-determination, or does she only
know and repeat what those outside the
state tell her.
She and her backers spread the
word of the "Homosexual Agenda."
They tell anyone who willl listen, that we
don't just want state's rights, but intend
to "legitimize" our decad1ent lifestyles in
a national forum.
What she isn't telling anyone is
her (and their) hidden agenda.
·
Their intent is nothing short
of a religion conrolled government.
They want to change the laws to
make their religious beliefs and
morals the only acceptable beliefs
under the law ; not Jewilsh, Buddhist,
or other non-Christian !traditions.
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They won't stop with Homosexual Rights. Their hate and selfrighteousnes will be imposed on anyone
who does not worship their god and
have their social values.
So, the questions are, what are
we doing about it? What can we do?
First of all, think big. They have almost
unlimited financial resources. To buy
expensive television ad time, they
simply get money from the tax-exempt
church coffers. They also have the
I
conservative media, especially
Portland's channel 6, in their comer.
While the gay and lesbian
community puts considerable effort into
funding and promoting Equal Protection
for Lewiston, you can bet your pink
dollars they are not in the least concerned with local ordinances. Sure,
they'll throw some money into local
advertising and stage some anti-homosexual rallies, but they are only using
the Lewiston fight as a smoke-screen.
We will spend considerable
time and money in the fight over
Lewiston, while they will be already
planning, and funding, a state wide
referendum; a referendum that will
overturn not only Lewiston, but
Portland's ordinance as well.
They are also quietly stacking
school committees and town/city
councils with their puppets who will see
to it that once the new state laws are in
place, gays and lesbians will be summarily dismissed from jobs in schools
and government, and evicted from or
denied housing.
A paranoid shout in the dark?
Think again. It can happen, 'and if given
the chance, they'll make it happen.
The time to def'something about
it is now. We must organize and
formulate a plan o f action to defeat a
state-wide vote. It may even be to our
advantage t o have an actual Equal
Protection bill of our own on the ballot.
Forget waiting for the governor
and state legislature. Let's bring it to the
people and let them decide. Is Maine
going to be "the way life should be," or
"the way they say it will be." Is this a
state of friendship, love and good will,
or will it be a state of hate, fear and
bashing.
Let's prganize now. Call me at
773-3042 if you care and want to assure
equal rights for everyone in this state-not just special rights for the righteous.
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ML·GPA pl~ns for _\1/93-94 :, Chew · on.this·.
••
referenda and elections
By Rose Mary Denman

By: Alan Steamd

The Maine Lesbian/Gay
Political Alliance Board of Directors
is holding marathon retreats through
July and August in an effort to build
on the momentum generated by the
near victory in Augusta this spring.
These retreats are also to help
us gear up for the referendum in
Lewiston, signature gathering by
Carolyn Cosby, the upsoming ~ubernatorial race, and a wide range of
other priorities, goals, and dreams.
Even before the retreat
process finishes, MLGPA is working
to educate its membership with a
"Fight the Right" workshop 0111 August
7th, run by the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force. See the calendar
for more details.
MLGPA volunteers are
prioritizing increase in membership in
the coming months, recognizing an
essential need of any grass roots
organization.
During the "Act to Ellld
Discrimination" campaign a'l-ound the
Uate bill this spring, MLGPA relied
on its 1000 members, and batltered
those people repeatedly with mailings
and calls asking them to contact
legislaors and the Governor.
Only with thousands more
members can the MLGPA guarantee
victory in the next campaign.
The MLGPA also exhausted

its financial resources in the fight in
Augusta. Over $20,000 was raised
and spent, with no money left to
respond to other pressing problems
such as the "Straights in the Military"
catastrophe.
A turning point for the
~GPA will be September 19th when
a new Board and new Officers will be
elected at the group's Annual Meeting.
All paid members are
strongly requested to attend and vote.
Nominations for Board Members and
Officers are also needed.
Representatives from all
areas outside of Cumberland and
Kennebec Cou~ties are particularly
sought. Incumbents from these
respective counties would also love
some competition for their seats.
For more information on
membership, fundr~ising, nominations, or the NGLTF workshop, call
Paula Aboud at 445-2863 or write:
MLGPA, P.O. Box 232, Hallowell,
ME 0434.7
.
.

MAINE BALLROOM DANCE
Mandy Ball

2-STEP • ·wALTZ • SWING
Saturday, October 2, 1993 - 3p.m.
6 wec~ks, $30.00 per person .

614A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101

(207) 773-0002

Late summer is a time of plenty,
at least as far as vegetables and fruit are
concerned. On Saturday mornings, one
._ can go t_o any number offarmer's
markets and buy fresh produce and
flowers from any number of vendors.
If you haven't tried this kind of
shopping for fresh food, please do. You
won't be disappointed, and who knows ...
you might even meet someone special as
you stroll among the broccoli, carrots
and tomatoes!
Summer is also the time when
people think of cooking outdoors.
When we think of grilling over charcoal,
many of us may start the list with
hamburgers, hot dogs and chicken. But
how about considering a health,ier
alternative.
If having a meatless menue
sounds like going too far with a good
thing, consider turkey burgers or dogs.
The turkey dogs come packaged just the
way beef hot dogs do, and ground
turkey is sold in the meat case at your
local supermarkets.
Five years ago, as I was making
the transition to vegetarianism, I used
ground turkey for everything: hamburgers, meatballs, chili, meatloaf, etc. It's
·more bland than ground beef, so you
might want to spice it up with chopped
onions, worcestershire sauce, parsley or
some other favorites.
Ground turkey has much less
fat than ground beef, so spray the pan
with Pam if you're making a loaf.
If you want to be adventurous,
try making one of the several burger
ideas presented in this month's issue of
Vegetarian Times. There are tofu
burgers, Cafe Flora's Vegetable-nut
Burgers with fennel coulis, potatomushroom burgers, chickpea burgers,
lentil-rice burgers and Chef Kerry Sear's.
vegetable burgers.
They all sounded so good that
I've decided to. try them during the next
couple of months to see which I want to
add to my permanent collection.
OK, so the grill is ready, your
burgers are constructed, and now you
want to do something spiffy _with
vegetables. Here are a couple of ideas
that might help you consider leaving off
the meat altogether the next time.

Ma1rinted Kabobs
Cut some of your favorite
vegetables into two to three inch cubes
or chunks. Zucchini, yellow summer
squash, whole mushrooms, firm tomato
quarters, small peeled onions are tasty.
Marinate vegetables (and cubes
of extra firm tofu, if you like) in one of.
the following mixtures:
~~Sev,e n Seas Light Red Wine
Vinegar and Oil low calorie dressing.
Use enough to coat everything. Let sit
in refrigerator several hours. Overnight
is even better. Or try:
--e~ 1/2 cup Tamari (soy sauce)
1/2/ cup water
2 tsp. chopped garlic
1 tsp. chopped ginger (or a
sprinkle from your spice jar
2 tbs. honey
Marinate several hours or overnight.
Both these provide good tasting
results. You can dream up you own
combination of flavors as well.
Pierce the marinated vegetables
with a skewer and grill. It should take
only ten minutes if the grill is hot.
Simply turn th,e skewers a few times to
make sure they are grilled all around.
Want 1to dazzle guests with a
dessert that requires no cooking, is easy
to make and tastes great? Try this
receipe from Smart Cookies cookbook:
Heart's Deliight Tahini Strawberry

Roll-~ps
1/4 cup tahini (a sesame seed
butter)
1/4 cup unsweetened strawberry preserves (I like apricot, too)
2 tbs. Iecithin granules (buy at
the health food store)
2 tbs. wheat germ
2 tbs. unsweetened coconut
1/4 cup sunflower seeds
_
2 tbs. sesame seeds, lightly
toasted (Put in a dry skillet over medium
heat. Stir ,until
golden)
,
Mix tahini and preserves. Mix
in lecithin, wheat germ, coconut and
sunflower seeds. The batter should be
stiff. Pinch of pieces the size of a
hazelnut and roll into bans: Roll each
ball in toasted sesame seeds. Yields 2
dozen. Approximately 35 calories'each.
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Gay games IV
transportation, or housing for particiBy Tom Hagerty
pants from Maine to use to go to New
The Gay Games are held every York in 1994.
four years to give lesbians and gay men
We do meet monthly in order to
the opportunity to participate in or
exchange information about the Games
and other athletic events of interest to
watch athletic events in a gay-positive
lesbian/gay athletes from Maine.
environment.
Team Maine will be offering
The fourth Gay Games, called
information at local lesbian/gay places
Unity '94, will be held in New York
City, June 18th through the 25th. They of interest, and advertising monthly
meetings through the gay press and the
have been scheduled to coincide with
the festivities in observance of the 25th Gay and Lesbian Information Line, 8710432 (listed in Directory Assistance).
anniversary of the Stonewall Riots.
Inquiries can also be directed to
Stonewall is viewioo as the
Gay Games c/o Time Out,. P.O. Box
beginning.of today's lesbian/gay Civil
11502, Portland, ME 04104. AdditionRights Movement.
All levels of athletes are encour- ally, I will be writing a regular column
aged to compete in one or two of the 31 in this paper to keep information
sporting events ( see sidebar, this page). updated, and to let you know how Team ,,
If athletes are playing in a team Maine is progressing.
sport, they will be expected to register
with their teams. If they are participating in individual sports, athletes will
register according to age groups.
Tne organizers of Gay Games
IV are also expecting 500,000 spectators
to be in New York City that week.
Along with the athletics, there will be a
cultural festival with concerts, art
By Tom Hagerty
exhibits, film festivals, and multi-media
presentations.
Local athletes and others
Next meeting: Wednesday, August 18th
interested in the Gay Gam,es have
at 6:45 p.m. in Cape Elizabeth. Call
formed Team Maine, and iinformal
871-0432 for more information.
organization with three objectives:
Latest information from New
--to organize_athletes who want York City has registration for Gay
to march under a "Maine" banner in the Games IV taking place in September
opening and closing ceremonies of the
and ending in December, 1993.
Gay Games.
Late registrants will be charged
--to act as a clearing-house of
an additional fee, and may not find ·
information about the Gay Games.
space in their sport. Regular and late
--to act as a network for
registration rates have not been set.
lesbian/gay athletes in Maine.
As of August '93, officials of
Team Maine does not intend to Gay Games IV are expecting 15,000
organize fund-raising events,
- athletes.

Time Out ME/NH
By: Michael Rosetti

GayGameslV
Gay Games IV
19W. 21 St. Suite 1202
NY, NY 10010
212-633-9494
Fax 212-633-9488

Team Maine
Bulletin

CPR is no~v available statewide
You can now purchase your
copy of Community Pridle Reporter
in several locations throughout the
state of Maine, and at one location in
New Hampshire.
Bookland has agreed to sell
CPR in its' eighteen locations, including Stroudwater in New Hampshire.
Mr. Paperback, headquartered
in Bangor, has also agreed! to sell CPR
in its' twenty-one locations in the
state, which are located north, east, and
west of Bath.
~

In addition, CPR is available
at The Metro, Lewiston, The Rage,
Bangor, and Pro Libris, Bangor.
Portland locations: Drop Me A
Line, Ananael, OUT Post, Books Etc.,
Videoport, Peter's Sub Station & Pizza
Shop and the CPR office.
Complimentary copies are at
the YWCA, The AIDS Project, and the
Portland Public Library for those with
limited income.
Other locations will be
announced as they are secured.
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Sporting
Events
Aerobics
Badminton
Basketball
Billiards
Bowling
Cycling
Diving
Figure Skating
Flag Football
Golf
Ice Hockey
In-Line Skating
Judo
Marathon
Martial Arts
Physique
Powerlifting
Raquetball
Soccer
Softball (slow pitch)
Women's fast pitch
Sport Climbing
Squash
Swimming
Table Tennis
Tennis
Track & Field
Triathlon
Volleyball
Water Polo
Wrestling

One of the best ocean-side
hikes in the midi-Coast Maine area is
on the Popham Peninsula near Bath.
Morse Mountain, actually just
a 1,000 +/-foothill, is a magnificent
look-out over Popham Beach, islands,
and marshes. It's a natural environmental school for Bates College, with
living quarters and roads.
Hikers are welcome and so are
their leashed dogs. The main road
leads through wetlands to Morse
Mountain, then down to the beach
area. The hike can be done in about an
hour and thirty minutes, but it's too
nice to breeze through without allowing time for some serious relaxing.
To get to Popham Peninsula,
take route 209 south out of Bath to
Phippsburg. About 9 miles ahead, on
the left, there is a tum-off for Popham
Beach State Park and Fort Popham.
Don't take it. Continue on for 2 miles
where the paved entrance to Morse
Mountain Reserve will appear on the
left, in a low are:a between two slight
rises in the road. You can park on the
shoulder.
Walk up the paved section
about 300 feet and take the unpaved
dirt road on the right. This leads
through a marsh. After your first
branch off, about a mile and half from
the main road, you will come to the
summit. If you back track to the
branch off, it will lead you to the beach
area. Be sure to bring something to
drink, and remember to pack out
whatever litter you bring in.
For a free copy of the August
Time Out newsletter and information
on Time Out booklets for enjoying the
outdoors, send a SASE to Time Out,
ME/NH Outdoors, P.O. Box 11502,
Portland, Maine 04104.
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Readers are
encouraged to
support those
businesses &
servilces who
advertise with CPR
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Lessons from the . epidemic
By: David Smith, l&LD.

People often talk about being in
the second decade of "the" epidemic,
and rattle on about the chanenges and
obtacles facing us in attempting the
monumental tasks of preventing HIV
infection and caring for those with HIV
infection.
But what really is an epidemic?
How does it influence culture and subcultures? Do we learn from this
tragedy? Is there any-understanding to
be derived from pausing to take a look
at what this epidemic is teaching us? I
think so.
An epidemic, by its very
nature, has the power to change the very
fabric of society - and that is precisely
what it is doing to us. Early ·on in the
epidemic, the author Jason Serinus
stated that "those who hav,e AIDS have
chosen that path in this lifetime"
because society needs them.
I had a hard time !hearing him
say this to a group of PWA's in a
w11ness group that I facilitated. It was
A~ust, 1987 and my lover had died the
previous June of AIDS. "He chose this,"
I thought?
I had been workil[)g in the
epidemic since 1983, and this troubling
message of Jason's was the first time I
thought about the lessons we were
(might be) learning from the epidemic.
For many Americans, AIDS
generated powerful emotions, including
fear, anger, grief, and avoidance. There
was an urgency felt by all in how to
deal with an illness that could kill, but

for which there was no known cure, and
sparse treatment options.
For some, this urgency drove
them to immediately join the forces of
women and men who formed AIDS
service organizations, became buddies,
provided medical care to people with
AIDS, and searched for treatments and,
hopefully, a cure.
Yet for others, urgency
resulted in avoidance, discrimination,
and blaming. Same epidemic, different
responses.
But, through all of this, many
ofus in the lesbian and gay male
community worked, worked and
worked some more.
There was little time for
philosophy, esoteric observations and a
more complete understanding of the. impact of this epidemic.
However, ifwe now take the
time to look differently at-what has
happened, we may gain a deeper
understanding of the ways in which
society is being changed by AIDS.
Think of the epidemic, if you
will, as a large mirror that reflects our
core values and beJiefs,_patterns of
behaviors and interactions with each
other.
To begin with, we realized that
all people were not treated equally in
America. That the notions of fairness
and equality were myths, not reality.
Some inequality was blatant,
some subtle. Often what we observed
contradicted what we had learned about
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acceptable research methods,- and implicit promises about our ability to conquer disease began to be thought about
and discussed during this epidemic.
Working with and living with
people with HIV infection and AIDS
opened many eyes to the realities of death
and dying .. Learning to grieve the losses
of the epidemic in terms of dying friends,
safer sex, and sexual freedoms challenged
us daily, as individuals and as a community of lesbians and gay men.
We were often conflicted by
the needs of AIDS service organizations
and lesbian and gay cultural and civil
rights groups. There was only so much
volunteer time and money.
We began to see that we are
spiritual by the nature of being human.
We observed the strength and serenity
of the long time survivors of this illness.
They teach us much.
We learned about taking
responsibility for ourselves. We saw
how often this culture would rather
"blame the victim."
The larger American culture
learned many of tl:ese things, and so·did
the lesbian and gay male culture in
America. While we were always a
direct threat to the patriarchy, many of ·
us had never heard that word.
Understanding the patriarchy our supra culture - explained many of
the conflicted observations that were
part of our reality living in this epidemic.
The lack of a quick and
responsible reaction to the epidemic by
government and political entities made
us question the role of_government in
America?
In the next several issues, I will
address each of these learnings of the
epidemic in greater detail. In an attempt
to understand who we are, we will hold
the epidemic as a mirror, and take a
long, hard and critical look at the
reflection.
This information,. therefore,
can be good news, because it will allow
us to see clearly who we are as a people.
It points us in the direction of change. It
transforms our pain into an opportunity
for personal and cultural growth.
We will never be like we were
before the epidemic, but perhaps we can
find a silver lining or understanding that
able atffie :ooo.K There vallooteffesnwt can be a gift in the midst of anger, pain ,
suffering, and oppression. ·
who we were as a people. In addition,
the epidemic followed closely th~
cultural revolution of the sixties, the
women's movement- and gay rights
movements of the seventies.
Change was abundant and
general fear of change, not fear of
AIDS, led to a classic counter revolutionary period - the Reagan Years.
What a time to learn about a
disease that appeared to be affecting gay
men and addicts!
Those ye:ars·of silence from
the White House caused pain, anger,
and grief for many of us. Yet, through
all these hard time:s, we were learning.
Per!_laps there is a silver lining to the
AIDS crisis.
I believe that we, as a people,
learned a lot about who we are from this
crisis. We learned about sexuality and
sexual orientation,, present yet invisible,
part of most people's lives, yet rarely
spoken about.
Racism altld sexism became
even more clear to us. No longer
accepted as part of society's fabric, but
as an unhealthy growth needing to be
removed.
Homophobia reared its ugly
head, as it had always done, but so
many of us stood up and said, "No
more" this time.
We really began to see how
the medical care system worked, or .
didn't work, in America. We learned
about our most common disease addiction - and began the process of
seeing it as a disease, not a moral issue.
Even more esoteric subjects
such as the role of science and scientists

-
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Businesses 0 n Review: 2 new shops in Portland and 1 new owner in Bangor
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Sven Davisson of Ananael • Ken Constant of OUTPost • Randy Deabay of The Rage - newest enitrepreneurs By: Luke Balboni
(Ananael & OUT Post)
& Winnie Weir
(The Rage)

On July 21st, during a tremendous downpour, I interviewed Sven
Davisson, the owner and manager of
Ananael (pronounced like "Rafael"), a
store located at 521 Congress Street in
Portland.
The name "Ananael" means,
"secret wisdom" from Enoclhian
language, which is an alchemical or
angelic tongue from the 16th century
Elizabethan era.
The store is beautifiil. The
space is long, open and elegantly
detailed, and has unique shelving with
enormous wood-framed glass doors that
slide upwards. These sliding doors are
in place because the space was formerly
occupied by Carter Bros. Jewelers.
Carter Bros. lease began in
1854, and they were the oldest jewelry
store in Portland, going out of business
about a year ago. The structure was
built in 1842 by the Maine Charitable
Mechanics Association, a tradesmen's
organization.
The building, which is Mechanics Hall, functioned briefly as the
Portland City Hall, and was one of the
few buildings to survive the fire.of 1867
because, as Sven muses, "the god of fire
is up on the building in the keystone."
There are now three gayoriented gift-novelty-card-book stores
in Portland. Sven states that one of the

-

things that separates his store from Drop
Me A Line and OUT Post is that he
carries a wider range of books, that his
interest is primarily in books and not the
gift line, and that the items in which
these three stores do crossover are
different because they all have different
tastes.
He added that he thinks all
three stores have something important
to contribute to the community.
Sven, who recently graduated
from Hampshire College in Massachusetts with a d~ee in Gay and Bi-sexual
studies, says that ·s political orientation
is more "in your f -;, , and that unintentionally that may make · tore seem
more political than the others:
As a result of this orientation,
which manifests itself in the kind of
merchandise displayed in the windows,
Sven claims that there have been cases
where people walking by will shout into
the store, "oh that faggot store", or
people will come in, look around, and
then say, "oh, my god, it's a faggot
store."
These incidents seemed to
increase when. "Queer in America" by
Michelangelo Signorelli, and "Paradox
and Perversity in Gay Life: Cul~es of
Desire," books with cover photos of
men embracing, were displayed in the
window.
There was a-male couple who
would walk by every day at lunch time
and shout such obscenities. The~'ve
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stopped. (Maybe God "outted" them).
The store's central location may
also contribute to such outrages, but the
most significant contributing factor is
bigotry and ignorance.
The mere presence of these
three stores (and others in Maine) halps
to overcome these obstacles. Despite
these incidents, Sven maintains that the
reception of Ananael has been very
positive.
A couple of days later, on July
23rd, I spoke to Ken Constant, the
owner and manager of OUT Post,
located at 10 Exchange Street in the Old
Port.
The OUT Post opened on
May 28th of this year. When asked to
distinguish his store from the othe two,
Ken states that he thinks his store is
"more openly lesbian and gay" because
the name is "out there, the image is
totally out there" and, he points out that
his location in the Old Port is the last
place one would expect such a store.
"When people walk down
Exchange Street" says Ken, " and see
the inverted triangle and the word
"OUT', they must wonder, 'can this
possibly be a gay store?' and come
down the stairs both happy and incredulous to see that it is."
Ken says that he gets a lot of
toutists as customers and that a portion
of his business is heterosexual, but that
he doesn't have a lot of merchandise for
that community except perhaps certain

greeting cards that are really for anybody.
Sven, at Ananael, also has a
clientele that crosses the sexual spectrum, and he finds that many of the ·
customers who are interested in his line
of occult merchandise tend to be bisexual pagan women.
Greeting cards are Ken's most
popular item, along with a variety of
statement T-shi1ts hanging along the
full length of a trendy brick wall which
catches your eye as you enter the shop.
Regard.iing the competition
between the three stores, Ken thinks
that they should try to fill in gaps and
carry different lines of similar merchandise rather than the same things, in
order to provide more selection for the
community.
I asked both Sven and Ken how
they were affected by self-censorship in
terms of what they were willing to
display in their respective windows.
Interestingly enough, botl1_men stated ·
that their leases referred to this subject.
In Sven's case, since his
building is an histori(j: landmark, his
"window displays must conform to a
certain level of propriety."
Anythirng visible from the street
is subject to question by the landlord,
but what it means in practical terms is
that a video expo or neon sign would be
inappropriate. To date, Sven has
received no complaints.
Sven declares that tl\e only
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Ke ls the

censorship he practices is not to put a
whole set of books in the window that
would tend to GOnvey one sort of
attitude. For example, he wouldn't fill
a window with gay male books because
the store is not just for gay males.
He doesn't want the store to
become exclusionary, because he sees
Ananael as more of an alternative
bookstore that caters to an avant-garde
sensibility.
,
He adds, " It's a liUle bit of a
major city in a small town." He says
that some people see it as a gay bookstore, others see it as an occult store,
and still others see it as avant-garde.
Sven is willing to let Ananael be
defined by those who patronize it.
The OUT Post is under similar
restrictions, and his landlord has talked
to Ken abo~t his displays, particularly
the one out on the sidewalk. So, rather
than a pink triangle, the symbol used is
simly an inverted triangle which is not
filled in.
Ken feels this is a suitable
compromise, because the lesbian
symbol is a black triangle. He feels that
this symbol serves its purpose, and to
date he has received no verbal gaybashing reactions.
In fact, Ken has found the
business community in the Old Port to
be unexpectedly welcoming to him.
They've invited him to join OPRA (Old
Port Retailer's Association). Ken made
particular mention of Doug, the owner
of Communique, a funky store located
at the comer of Commercial and
· Moulton, as being very helpful to him.
Ken also said Sister Creations in

Freeport has been helpful.
In terms of community support,
Ken makes a distinction. He has
received suport from neighborhood
businesses, but he states that he expected more support from the gay
population of Portland and the surrounding area.
Sixty to seventy percent of his
business is tourist, and Ken would hope
that the members of this area's gay
population think of buying a greeting
card, they would choose to purchase it
at one of the gay-owned stores, and not
simply at a convenient place.
Both men were asked if
Portland's ordinance had any effect on
their decision to open a business here in
Portland. Ken claims that the ordinance
had no effect on his decision to open a
business here. Sven says he was
affected by it.
Expanding on the question of
what prompted him to open a business
here in Portland, Sven elaborated that
he'd been running an occult mail order
business for about four and a half years,
and that he had introduced a gay and
lesbian section to his catalog.
The mail order business didn't
satisfy Sven's desire to be of the front
lines of the gay rights struggle, and
neither did the prospect of locating a
store in a gay ghetto like the Castro in
San Francisco or Back Bay in Boston.
Upon completion of college,
friends advised him that Portland would
be a good place to open a business.
Sven also wanted out of the liberal
utopia that Hampshire College had
afforded him, and he recalled his child-

ne would like to
hood in Bar Harbor, where just walking . for Ananael. He
open
his
store
up
l
..:ome
a "nexus
around could arouse threats. So,
for queer expressi0
He looks
Portland's mixture of urban and rural
forward to the ope ·ng of the Maine
was just the right combination.
Ken chose the Old Port because College of Art across the street from
Ananael.
he lives nearby and got a good deal for
He plans to use some of his
the excellent location he has. In terms
space
as
alternative
gallery space. He
of how he sees his store in the future, he
has
theme
shows
in
mind and video
wants to add more gift items and
presentations. Perhaps performance art
commitment ceremony gifts.
as well.
When asked to add whatever
Sven want'> lo help create a
information he'd like to the interview,
"scene" -drawing fr( . 1e "scenes"
Ken offered that another distinguishing
underway now thrc .1out the country
factor between his store and the other
in which many of lus college friends
two is that he very deliberately stocks
are involved, as a means to supplement
his store to be balanced between gay
Portland's already vibrant avant-garde
and lesbian. He is not saying that the
art community. Specifically, he wants
other stores don't do this, he is merely
to
show the work of new artists and
stating his own philosophy.
people
whose art is not getting exhibKen supports the idea of a gay
business association as do the owners of ited.
When asked to add whatever
Drop Me A Line, not only to promote
he
wished
to this interview, Sven said
business, but to act as an organization to
thar one of the most important points he
promote all gay related events. Ken
also added that he makes an effort not to wants to convey to the public is that he
is able to obtain hard-to-find and
sell products that are duplicates of what
alternative books.
the other two stores sell.
His appeal is especially
Like the other store owners,
directed to people who have had a
Ken would like to see his store become
difficult time at other bookstores when
a focal point for the community. To
they've tried to order obscure materials.
that end, he posts all kinds of notices in
He has a vast personal knowledge of
his store from "for sale" to "roomsuch
books, and is able to find others
mates."
because
of his extensive mail order
Ken gets lots of questions ·
background. He welcomes people to
about where the gay spots in town .are,
use him as a resource.
and he mentions all the gay or gay~
Effective August 1st, all hardfriendly bars and restaurants. While he
cover
books
will be sold at 10% off the
has no plans for expansion, Ken will be
changing the inventory regularly, as he · list price at all times. This will assist in
making these books somewhat more
envisions a Gay-Mart one day!
accessible.
I asked Sven what plans he had
0
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In remembrance of my friend
By : Rose Mary Denman

(The followin g tribute was read at a
Memorial Service which had been
planned as a birthday party for Roy.)

'!:

Roy Keller died of AIDS
tonight. He was my friend. It's nearly
11pm and I've just returned from
touching Roy, kissing his forehead,
looking at him for the last time.
· His room looked different than
when I was there earlier this afternoon.
Then there were family -.and friends
gathered around his bed, a nurse
attempting to make him comfortable,
the afternoon sun flowing in the
winoows while two fans worked to
bring cool air to each ofus.
And Roy, restless and struggling
to breathe, ii:i spite of the oxygen machine. Tonight his room was not lit by
lamps, but by the soft glow of candles.
The sounds of fans and oxygen machine
had been quited, and although there were
gentle conversations, I was also aware of
the soft silence, and Roys' freshly bathed,
body, lovinglycombedhair, and the coolness of his skin.
It has been so long since his
diagnosis, and then the initial signs of
his disease which slowly, but steadily
and progressively _took him, that I
hardly remember what he looked like
when we first met seven years ago.
I met Roy at the Center for
New Age Studies, when I was relatively new to Portland and he was
working part-time in the Center's
bookstore. He too was new to Portland, recently having moved here from
San Francisco.
I was busy trying to find an
alternative spirituality to Christianity,
and Roy was keen to tell me about his
studies with Louise Hay.
As the weeks and months
passed, we easily went from being
acquaintances to friends , and we began
to see one another for lunch and
conversations every week or so, and
had long talks on the telephone almost
every day.
There were no secrets between
us; we share·ct everything. It's funny,
but as I sit here in front of the word
processor, I am'remembering how Roy
would talked often about thinking he
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really shoul~ find something more
substantial to do then answer phones at
the Center and wait tables for a living.
If you looked at what Roy did
with the first forty-two years of his life
before being diagnosed-HIV positive, I
guess it would look like he hadn't done
much at all. But it wasn't what Roy
did with his life that seems important,
but who he was.
Roy was one of the most
authentic human beings any of us
could ever hope to meet. He was a real
friend, one who would give you love .
and encouragement when you needed
it most, but who was also willing to
risk giving you a kick in the pants with
reality if it seemed to him that that was
what would do the most good.
He was also willing to hear
the truth about himself, a rare gift these
days! And Roy knew how to love his
friends in a way that set them free. I
remember a phone conversation we
had just before the holidays about five
years ago. Roy asked me what I
wanted for Christmas. Before I had
much time to think about how much I
was risking, I said: "a brother."
"Oh, that's easy. I have three
sisters. I'm really good at being a
brother." From then on, whenever Roy
and I exchanged cards, I would send
him one for "brother" , and he would
send me one for "sister". I think from
then on, we really did feel like brother
and sister to one another, and for that I
am deeply grateful.
Three years ago, Roy went off
to Florida for a year to study message
therapy. He felt he had finally found a
vehicle through which he could make a
living, while at the same time giving
something good back to the world.
It was while in Florida he
tested positive. When he called to tell
me, we both cried, and I wanted
nothing more at the time than to hug
him and somehow make it all go away.
After finishing school, Roy
. came back to Maine, and although he
didn't look different, the virus was
already eating away at his body.
Within months he bacame symptomatic. He never had time to get his
massage practice off the ground. He
just didn't have enough energy to do it.

And so the battle began. First to
continue to work, at least part time.
Then the goal was simply to be able to
stay as independent as possible.
At first, Roy asked me to go
to the doctor's office with him. I think
he was afraid to hear bad news alone. ·
The one time he decided to go alone,
he called me from the doctor's office to
ask if he could come to see me.
I heard the tightness in his
throat and knew the news wasn't good.
When he came in the door, he held me
tight and cried. He had KS. As
suddenly as the tears had started, they
stopped.
"Let's go out and celebrate.
I'm going on disability. I want to take
you out to dinner. Then I want to go to
the movies. Let's go see that new
movie with Julia Roberts."
I insisted I could cook for us in
my kitchen. ~oy insisted he wanted to
go out for dinner, his treat. I agreed,
but suggested we see another movie.
"I want to see that movie."
"No Roy, let's see something else."
The bantering went back and
forth for a couple of more rounds.
"Why" asked Roy, "don't you want to
see that movie.?" "Because" I said,
"it's called Dyin2 Youn2."
We both cried again. Then we
went out to dinner.

Roy may never have quite
figured out how to "do life" , but he
was brilliant when it came to dying.
He became active in AIDS education,
and for as long as his energy allowed,
he accepted any invitation to speak on
the issue.
It's been over a year since he
spoke to my psychology class, yet ever
since that night I have frequently had
students come up to me to ask how he
was doing. They saw his authenticity,
and they responded to it.
He taught them well. He
taught me well. He taught me that life
is precious and that it doesn't matter
how glowing our resume is if we can't
be honest with ourselves and others.
He taught me that laughter is
far more healing than gloom and
doom, and that real tears shed from a
willingness to be vulnerable are rare
and beautiful.Somehow it seems
more fitting that we gather in a
back yard over pot luck and shared
stories about Roy than sit stiffly in
some funeral parlor or church ..
This party's for you, Roy.
To thank you for being instead of
doing. T o celebrate who you were,
and still are, for us. And to wish
you well on the next leg of your
Journey,

Money talk
By: Thomas Sumner of Sumner Bookeeping
and Douglas Dunton of The Alan Company

This month we write about
some services that are available to the
Lesbian/Gay community that are
provided by Lesbian/Gay businesses.
One thing that we are all
concerned about is monthly expenses,
including our telephone bill. We are
constantly .being told by New England
Telephone to "reach out and touch
someone."
When we do that, it usual! y
costs money, and more each time it
seems, depending on who we touch!
Since de-regulation of long
distance services in the 1980's there
has been a proliferation of companies
competing for our long distance
dollar. The three bid providers that
spring to mioo are ATT, Sprint, and

MCI.
There are also a variety of
smaller companies that provide
comparable services and rates. The
two long distance companies that have
openly supported Gay/Lesbian causes
are Working Assets and the gay
owned Community Spirit Long
Distance.
Information about Working
Assets can be obtained by calling 1800-788-8588. This company supports our causes, but is not Gay/
Lesbian owned.
Community Spirit Long
Distance is owned by our community
and offers the same service as its
competitors at somewhat reduced
rates. It also will donate 2% of your

charges to the Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual or
HIV organization o f ~ choice. You
are not restricted to any "approved" list;
you make the choice. ( The breakdown
of rates appears in the sidebar.)
There is a catch with the 5pm8arn/weekend rate. The company
charges 13.9 cents per minute for the
first 60 minutes per week not month.
The rate then drops to 9.9 cents per
minute. The way to take advantage of
the low rates, and contribute to your
favorite organization is to do all of your
long distance calling during the same
week, say the end of the month.
To sign up, call 1-800-4876877 _(Its-Ours). Community Spirit will
pay up to $5 to switch your service.
They will provide a free calling card,
and will send a coupon good for $5 off
the initial purchase of a movie from
Critic's Choice Video. Ask about the
Video catalog when you call!
Community Spirit also has a
program for businesses called Business
Advantage. The charge is 17.9 cents
per minute, anywhere in the US, any
time of day. They offer volume
discounts, 800 service, and they bill in 6
second increments.
This means if you'talk for 10
minutes and 15 seconds, you would be
billed $1.85 vs. $1.97 for an ATT call
based on a per minute rate. This adds
up over time!
The benefits ofusing Community Spirit are lower rates at certain
times, contribution to a cause that you
choose, and keeping your hard-earned
dollars in the Gay/Lesbian community.
Call Community Spirit and ask for more

Planned Parenthood services
Portland,-MAINE- Planned Parenthood in Portland _offers confidential, affordable service-to women and men at their 500 Forest Avenue clinic.
Services include: comprehansive reproductive health care, screening
and treatment for sexually transmitted infections, annual exams, including
testicular, breast and cervical cancer screenings, and birth control information
and supplies.
HIV information and education (with testing available in our Sanford
clinic) is also available.
All services are strictly confidential. Medicaid is welcomed and fees
are based on the ability to pay. Condoms are always free.
Teen walk-in clinics are held on Friday afternoons and Saturday
mornings. For appointments or information, call 874-1100.

information. Do the same with Working Assets and then compare the two.
Include ATT, MCI, and Sprint if you
like. By doing the comparing yourself,
you can make the final decision as to
who gets your money and your support!

,

Community Spirit
Home service:
1-800-487-6877
Business service: 1-800-800-8400
Working-Assets
Home service:
1-800-788-8588

ATT

Roy Keller
July, 1942--July 1993
Roy Kellerof363 Danforth Street
died of AIDS at home on Monday, July
19th, surrounded by family and friends.
He is remembered for his vitality, perserverance to know the truth about
himself and his world, his contagious
sense of humor, and especially his strong
love for his family and friends.
He did not want for his obituary
to say he had died of complications after
a long illness, but was insistent it be clear
that AIDS was what took him from this
world. During these past two years, his
lifewasdedicatedtoAIDSeducation. ... and
so his death will be as well.
A memorial gathering to celebrate
Roy's life was held at the home of his
bucldy,AnneColeman,inNorthYarmouth
on July 24th.
This was originally planned as a
birthdaypartyforRoy. Itwasingratitude
for his presence in our lives that we came
together still . .Roy began his life journey
ontheearthonJuly2, 1949. Thejourney
continues .....

Editors Personal Note: The reporting
of Roy's death is particularly poignant
for me in that he was one of the first of
my friends to make a donation to my
endeavor to produce a paper for our
community. Roy's death is also the
first obituary to be printed in CPR.
Unfortunately, his won't be the last.

Home service:
1-800-222-0300
Business service: 1-800-222-0400

MCI
Home service:
Business service:

1-800-950-5555
1-800-888-0800

Sprint
Home service:
1-800-877-7746
Business service: 1-207-774-70.18
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THE RAGE
During the last week in May of this
year, Randy Deabay assumed the
responsibilities of ownership of the
iormer Riverfront, a club serving the
gay and lesbian commnity. ·
The Rage, as this establishment will now be called, is located at
123 Franklin Street in Bangor.
When I entered the stairway
leading down to the main floor, my
heart sank. "Not another hidden, dark
and smokey hideaway" I mu~ered to
myself. And, indeed, it ~as not.
What I found was a very
spacious and welcoming main floor
with small tables and chairs tastefully
arranged to provide an unobstructed
view of the dance floor.
The bar area offered more
libationary options than this infrequent
bar goer coul~ ever hope to name, let
alone sample: Two smartly dressed
bartenders waited on customers with ·
expertise and friendly banter.
The lighting and the ventilation quickly caught my attention. I
could see and I could breathe! Commenting on the effective lighting,
Randy told me that among many firsts
was to install new lighting. Additional
new Jighting for the dance floor is
planned for the future.
Off to the right of the main
floor is another spacious room with a
pool table, dart board, and a couple of
pinball machines. It is well lit and very
welcoming for spectators, as well as
participants in the games.
I asked Randy to elaborate on
how he has gone about making the old
Riverfront into the new Rage.

·' Pro ~ibri~ BOOKSHOP
Over 20,000 current and out-of-print books in ~tock
10 Third Street, Bangor• 942-3019 .
A reader's pwadise since 1980
Eric Furry, Proprietor
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We have an enlarged dance
floor with a brand new sound system.
I've developed a color scheme and
repainted, and the staff all wear white
tuxedo shirts with black bow ties."
"We are going to have a lot
more special events," Randy added.
"We're open six nights a week for
dancing, and we have a social hour on
Sunday" he continued.
As we talked, it became
apparent that Sunday was going to be a
unique day iil the life of this club. "I'm
trying to create a warm, cozy atmosphere on Sunday so people will come
here and hang out, talk, and play the
games." It seems to be working.
Randy called one of the
bartenders over to talk more about the
Sunday morning schedule. She is a
student at Bangor Seminary, and along
with a husband - wife team who are also
students at the Seminary, wants to
conduct regular worship services at The
Rage.
Their aim is to create a safe,
nurturing space for lesbian, gay, and
bisexual people to come together for
spiritual enrichment and expression.
When I asked if ~e lqcal
churches were doing anything to fill this
need, she replied, "No. The issues
facing the lesbian, gay and bisexual
community are not being addressed by
the mainstream churches."
She went on, "The absence of
negative comments about lesbian, gay,
and bisexual people is no longer
· enough. There needs to be positive,
affirming comments and actions."
The starting date is during August.

As customers continued to
filter into The Rage, I asked Randy to
fill me in on any other items that would
be of interest to the readers of this
paper.
Knowing I was visiting from
Portland, Randy said, '.'There is no
reason for Portlanders to stay away
because I have an arrangement with the
Quality Inn-Phenix for discounted rates
for overnight stays.
(Editors note: I stayed at the
Phenix and found it very charming and
convenient, as it is in the middle of
downtown Bangor.)
In the future, Randy is looking
to provide free rides home or to a hoteV
motel within a 10 mile.radius via a
courtesy van.
In August he will be opening
a store on the premises to sell Rage
souveniers, T-shirts, beer mugs, hats,
key chains, coffee mugs, and munchies.
He also offers meeting space to
gay/lesbian/bisexual organizations free
of charge. Says Randy, "I want to
support my community. I'm always
open to suggestions."
The Community Pride
Reporter cannot emphasize enough the
necessity for our community to support
these gay-owned businesses. These
hard-working, dedicated, and knowledgeable individuals are a tremendous
asset to their respective cities anc! the
communities at large. We here at CPR
wish them every success and the
brightest of futures.

OUT of town
Price wars--how to take ad- .
vantage of them
)

_, 1

By Paul T. Bernard

In the last two years, there has
been much publicity about the price wars
that the major airlines have gotten,into.
Exactly what are price wars? Because of the sluggish economy and
increased competition among the airlines, occasionally one of the airlines,
usually one suffering from low bookings,
decides to lower prices to attract more
customers. Typically, all of the other
airlines will jump in and match them.
How do they work? Generally,
an airline may suddenly cut airfares for
the entire route system orfor selected
routes, such as Florida, California, or the
Caribbean.
However, they will allocate
only a percentage of the seats on an
aircraft at that reduced rate. For example, if an aircraft has 100 seats, they
may offer the discounted fare on only 20
of those seats.
Fare wars are usually triggered
during slow times for the airlines,
typical} y January, May, and September,
not during times of peak travel like
holiday periods or during the summer.
However, the airlines have never
followed any kind of predictable pattern.
Keep in mind that these fare wars require
that you purchase your tickets by certain
cut-off dates.
Travel agents are usually not
given any advance warning. Most often
we read about the fares in the newspaper,
just like you.
So, how do you take advantage
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . of them? The easiest way is to call a
travel agent. If you try calling the airline
directly, you will be trymg to reach an
airline reservationist along with several
million other people.
By calling a travel agent, you
will get a quicker response, and the agent
•
PROGRESSIVE CARDS
can tell you what other airlines are
GIFTS AND WRAP
offering discounted fares .
Call as soon as you hear about
144 HIGH ST. PORTLAND 773-5547
discounted fares. Have dates and destinations in mind before you call. Try to ,be
Drop Me A line offers progressive cards,
flexible on travel dates; you may nee'ci to
gifts and gift wrap with an emphisis on
have alternate times in mind.
,
pride jewelry, books, magazines and ·
Look for the special note on the
greeting cards for the gay and lesbian
Gay & Lesbian World Travel Expo to_be
community.
held in Boston .
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Camey creep lacks fairness ...
By Luke Balboni

While at the Deering Oaks
Family Festival on Sunday, July 25th,
I encountered a man circulating a
petition.
He approached me and my
friends and asked us if we were
registered voters. He showed us a
statement which read like a piece of
legislation.
It said something to the effect
that any new civil rights legisl_ation in
the state of Maine could only protect
the following groups. The statement
indicated that there could be no
discrimination based on race, gender,
creed, age, and religion.
Noticeably absent was "sexual
orientation."
He asked us what we thought
the statement meant. I said that it
meant il was OK to oppress homosexuals. He seemed surprised that I
got il right so quickly.
He said that that's not what it
meant and that he and his friends were
only t_rying to get people who agreed
with the statement to sign a petition.
I thought of the anti-gay rights
law in Colorado. I arguecd with him
and then I lost my temper; as I usually
do when dealing with hateful fascists.

I called him an asshole and we moved
on.
In retrospect, I wish I'd gotten
his name and more information about
this insidious attempt to deny a large
number of American citizens their
basic constitutional rights.
I knew what this creep was up
to because I'm informed, but many
people would have read the statement
he show- ed us, thought that it was
perfectly reasonable, and signed the
petition without there ever being a
mention of gay-rights.
And then this character and
the sniveling, sneaky crowd he runs
with would say that the people who
signed this petition are against gay
rights, that they do not endorse
"special rights" for any group,
expecially gay people.
We need to be aware of what
those who hate are doing. We need to
be aware of the incredible danger of
their efforts. The hate they inspire is
hideous, and the fact that they do it in
the name of the Bible is hypocrisy
beyond description.
These are the false prophets
Jesus warned about in the Sermon on
the Mount. Their self-righteousness is

Auditions set for
Maine's Gay
Men's Chorus
By Winnie Weir

(Alternative Books & Gifts

Ananael
521 Congress, Portland
780-0830)

Bruce Fithian, Music Director
for Maine Gay Men's Chorus, has
announced audition dates for the 199394 choral season.
"Auditions are an extremely
supportive and non-threatening experience," says Fithian, adding "They are
done only in the presence of the accompanist and the director." Vocal range,
sound quality, and sight reading skills
will be reviewed.
Musical ability is not necessary
to become involved with this group.
Many opportunities exist for those who
would like to become a part of this
growing choral arts organization. For
more information, call Bruce Fithian,
(207)-839-4506.

ugly, and they blaspheme the very
concept of God. One only has to
watch hypocrites like Falwell,
Swaggart, Robertson, and Bakker
begging for money on TV to turn
away in disgust and disbelief that so
many people can be misled by these
forces of greed and evil.
The Christian right is the
greatest threat today to our constitutional form of government. Their
efforts violate the constitutional
requirement of separation of church
and state. Make no mistake about it:
these people are fascists!
Just as the Nazis used the
democratic processes of government
in Germany to gain power, and then
end democracy, the Christian right is
attempting to use democratic processes here in America in order to
deprive a large number of American
citizens of their democratic rights

while waiting to impose their moral
beliefs on all of us.
In reference to the ban on gayrights legislation in Colorado, the
Colorado Supreme Court has spoken
and has quite simply said that no one's
civil rights will be subject to election.
Any fool can see where we'd all be if
they were. Instead of submitting the
idea of gay rights to referendum, as
Governor McKernan suggests, I
suggest we submit his salary to
referendum. He'd have to apply for
welfare.
So, to the hypocrites and
fascists of the Christian right we say,
NO. It is NOT OK to discriminate
against gay people, because before
any other fact of our Ii ves is true, the
bottom-line truth is that we are
American citizens, protected from
hateful fools like you by a constitution.

Is celebrating GRY PR I DE

Rugust 22 to 29
Aug. 22: EMAN Benefit

8 p.m.-1 :30 a.m.

Aug. 23: Gay Movie Night
NO COVER & FREE MUNCHIES
Aug. 25: Special Clothing Show .
FREE MANICURES & PEDICURES

- .,
Aug. 27: Grand opening celebration of THE RAGE
· $3.00 cover • Dance til 2:30 a.m.
Aug. 28: Family Appreciation Night - NO COVER
Drink Specials
Aug. 29: Family B.B.Q. 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
$4.00 all you can eat
8 p.m. l a.m. Homeless Shelter Benefit
$4.00 cover-Special talents & Hot dancing

123 Franklin Street • Bangor, ME

94 7-1213
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Books on Review: three selections highlighting our literary diversity

What is being lost?
Last year saw the resurrected
popularity of Eleanor Roosevelt, albeit
in a different context, a "lesbian" one.
The past few years have manifested a
concurrent interest in unearthing lesbian
pulp fiction--exarnining writers such as
Ann Bannon, Claire Morgan and
Anonymous.
These historical terrains have
proved very fruitful for the burgeoning
lesbian history movement, but what is
being overlooked? Are there women
who are being lost because they were
popular rather than prominent or pulp?
Rut:h Moore is one writer who
is on the verge of just such an extinction. Ironically, this potential loss
looms at the time when her work is
finally getting the recognition it deserves. What of the grandmother of
Maine arts and letters?
What of the author whose
works spanned from 1943 to 1990,
fourteen novels and three collections of
poetry? What of the writer that The
New York Times Book Review described as "New England's only answer
to Faulkner"? What of Ruth Moore?
One gets an inkling, if one
happens to read the 1990 Tremont Town
Report, dedicated to Moore and

her companion of forty-or-so years,
Eleanor Mayo. But then again, everyone around there knew about them. It
wasn't anything all that odd anyway.
There were several pairs of
older women who lived together, and
had as long as most could remember.
High C/,ouds Soaring stands as
a ward against a disappearence marked
only by one small town's fading memories. The letters contained within its
pages span the decades from the forties
to the eighties. These and the 16 pages
of photographs furnish a monument and
reminder of rich lives that can go
unnoticed by all those not invited in.
The book reveals another side
of Ruth Moore. Moore maintained that
there were only two words she considered "obscene": interview and regional.
Her avoidance of the latter term marks
her wide popularity.
It was through her outspoken
loathing of the first word that she
managed to keep careful check on her
cherished privacy. For Moore, privacy
wasn't a matter of a closet. It was,
rather, a means of keeping undisturbed
while she and Eleanor pursued those
things which were actually inportant in
life, gardening and writing.
High Cloud Soaring does much to
open up the private, and professional
Ruth Moore. The bulk of the book
presents Moore's letters with only
minimal commentary by Mr. Phippen.
Also included are a collection
of 23 remembrances and an essay by
her last publisher, Gary Lawless. In

addition, the book provides 16 generous
photographic pages of Ruth, Eleanor
and others.
Several of the photos stand out
as testaments to the relationship between these two women. One photo in
particular, shows Ruth and Eleanor,
dressed in denim, standing before their
new house, blueprints in hand.
The photos and text work to
present a well rounded image of Ruth
Moore and her companion. They both
present the professional and the private
side-by-side, and often indistinguishable. Her publishers at William Morrow became close friends, and she often
helped friends, such as Gordon Bok,
become successful in their own right.
It should be noted that Blackberry Books has previously reprinted
four of Moore's novels, The Weir,
Spoonhandle, Speak to the Winds, A
Walk Down Main Street and printed the
original collection of poetry, The Tired
Apple Tree. Spoonhandle (later made
into the film Deep Waters), occupied
The New York Times' Best Seller List
for several months back in the late
forties.
In atldition, Blackberry is
planning the publication of Eleanor
Mayo's The Pleasure Dome for next
year. Out of all this, High Cwud
Soaring, Storm Driving Low comes
forth as an artifact, or collection of
several artifacts, to the pre-Stonewall
lives we too often forget.
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Nan Goldin's newest book of
photography will be of interest to
everyone, but it will particularly pique
the interest of any gay person who lived
in Boston during the 70's when a bar of
the same name was the most happenin'
spot in town.
Indeed, many of the photographs in Goldin's book were taken
there, though her title is meant to
encompass the entire transgender reality
from Boston to Bangkok and beyond.
The photographs are startling
and beautiful, tender and funny,
horrifying and ennobling, inspiring and
FABULOUS.
There is great courage in these
faces, and great determination. But,
there is also the taint of caricature as
many of the drag queens go to the
extreme, and don't know when to put
down the mascara brush.
One might be quick to label
these few as whores, but such a labeling
would come from a typically male
sexist viewpoint, one which expresses
the belief that men can fuck as often as
they please and avoid censure, but
women can only at the peril of such an
accusation.
The paradox here, of course, is
that these are men dressed as women.
So, to which gender does their sexual

THE PARTY MAKERS
Leading the way for Gay
Entertainment

18 Park Street • Lewiston • Maine 786-6511

Join the
crowd and
Party your
a .. off!
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Free Pool!
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Free Pool!
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Hot Damns• Buttershots $1.50 all night

behavior belong? Or, as Ms. Goldin
suggests, is theirs' a third sex, defying
the easy categorization in which we all
are so quick to indulge.
These photos show us Boston
queens in black and white, New York
queens in color, New York queens in
Paris and Berlin in color, and Boston
queens w!1o became New York queens,
in Paris and Berlin in color.
Several Philipino and Thai
queens are show in their respective
capitals in color.
The pictures are not merely
portraits, but are taken with the subject
in action at beauty parades, getting
ready, hanging out, with friends and
family, with lovers and husbands, etc.
It's really too bad that some of
· these photos weren't scratch 'n sniff.
Not only the locales, but the queens
themselves wc;>Uld have been an olfactory delight, making "Vanity Fair's"
perfumed pages smell like a hog farm.
Some of the people photographed have faraway, wistful expressions that deliver a heart-rending
poignancy, and only add to the truly
heroic quality of this altogether thoroughly human work.
One wonders what is in the
minds behind those expressions. Are
there utopian fantasies of a world in
which we all get to be who we want to
be? (Which is the premise of Ms.
Goldin's work.) Or is the thinker still
pissed that the asshole at the cosmetic
counter was out of their favorite shade
of nail polish?
There are three pages of
preface by the photographer in which

she lays her cards on the table. It is a
personal statement.
Her concluding paragraph is a
call to arms: "The people in these
pictures are truly revolutionary; they are
the real winners of the battle of the
sexes because they have stepped out of
the ring."
The book leaves this writer
wonderfully confused. Buy the book
and tell me what you think Her previous book, The Ballad of Sexual Dependency: a Visual Diary, is also worthy of
your attention. It is published by
Aperture.

When Royce's mother, Molly,
one thought she'd end-up dead.
finds out that Royce spends most of
Royce is invited by the
her spare moments with Valeria, the
Sheriff to prove some of her big city
ways and solve the crime. Of course, seductive teacher, she begins to
the invitation comes after most of the question the situation.
crime scene is obliterated. There is a
Little towns can be difficult to
tangle with around corning out issues.
witness, and he fingers the drunk
Add a murder or two, and things can
male Indian in town, but who would
get spicy.
care if he was the one who-done-it?
Can Royce pull it off? Who
Royce doesn't buy it.
are her real friends and who must she
Against all odds, she begins the
investigation, and surprises confront
question in a town that buried her
her at every tum. Her lover was also father, the last sheriff, without a
suspect ever found?
the lover and benefactor of the
The author finds ways to
deceased.
share witty and tender moments
The victim's husband knew
of the affair, but can't possibly admit
throughout the novel. I look forward
his wife was sleeping with a wo ...... ! to the next Royce Madison Mystery
Royce and Trish's lover,
novel.
---BJM
Valeria, is the second grade teacher in
Triangle Books
...... town and could not be caught out with
Let Kieran take you on a trip
the deputy, so she goes with Trish's
to Timber City, CO. She'll introduce
husband instead.
you to a few lesbians and a town full
of ordinary folks, and you'll meet
Royce Madison, one of the towns'
deputies.
Royce gained her police
training on the force in Denver, CO.,
but returns to her hometown of
Books by Mail
Timber City and joins the small town
police department. She 0rings her
"Providing books .criminology and big city smarts to the
that validate our
sleepy little town, or so everyone
thinks.
lifestyles!"
Trish Chandler-Sumner is the
Featuring...Timber City Masks, by Kieran York
towns' most popular and rich citizen.
See the Book Review in this paper!
She frequents the local taverns and
You will find a variety of gay and lesbian books and music in
rubs elbows in the rich ski community many categories. Our goal is to provide books and music that
of Aspen. She is married, a lesbian,
are not readily available to all of us because they are sold only
and quite a sport around town. No
in the larger cities. We want you to be able to select the

TRIANGLE
BOOKS

books or music you want from the comfort of your own home.
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General Practia, • Individual & Groups• Education & Prl$entations
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Stress Management
Sexual Issues
Men's Issues
Women's Issues
Sexual Addictions
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Michelle Bolen
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
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Counseling &
Hypnotherapy
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236 Park Ave, Portland, Maine
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COUNSELING CENTER
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Joanne H. Clarey Ed.D., L.C.P.C.
871-0377
Vivian L. Wadas M.A., L.C.P.C.
774-2403
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names of all the members of the
young dykes, wearing rings through
daughter, and stepdaughter- made
congregation
who have died since its
our first visit to San Francisco. From every conceivable part of their
our "home" at a lovely bed-andanatomy, who browsed beside me in founding in 1977, including 60
By Rita M. Kissen
deaths related to AIDS.
the women's bookstore in the
breakfast in the Castro district, we
(NACHAS: a Yiddish word
Our family trip to San
explored the city and revelled in its
Mission district.
meaniQg "pride," pronounced with
Francisco had a poignant edge. On
variety.
These are images that send
the accent on the first syllable, which .
the second day of our stay, my
Jesse
Helms
up
a
wall
(a
nice
image
Now that I have returned, I
rhymes with "Bach.")
.daughter was offered, and-accepted,
in itself), and tap the hidden
am convinced that both the gay
her first full ·time teaching job, at the
community and its enemies are right homophobia in some of us (supposLast winter, two friends of
California School for the Deaf in
edly) supportive heterosexual allies
when they say that San Francisco is
mine, a gay couple who have b'een
('Why do 'they' have to give our
nearby Fremont.
different from anywhere else.
together for over a decade, spe_nt a
This September will be the
Of all the places I have ever 'nice' gay kids a bad name?")
glorious week in San Francisco.
Yet in San Francisco I came first time, with the exception of her
lived or visited, San Francisco comes
Recounting their memories of
to understand that the more open and four years in college, that Michelle
closest to the professed American
gourmet meals and wonderful
and I have lived father apart than a
matter-of-fact a society is about
ideal of welcoming diversity. It is a
shows, one of them paused, looked
two-hour car ride. I can already feel
difference and sexuality, the kinder
city where people are not afraid of
at me meaningfully, and said, "By
the pain of separation, underlined by
and gentler it truly becomes.
the foreign, the strange, the Other.
-the way, Rita, we did something
the three hour time difference.
On the Friday night of our
In such an environment, people who
But I comfort myself with
naughty in San Francisco."
visit, ex-Portlander and old friend
are different cease to be monsters
Wondering what intimate
thoughts of Michelle building a new
and become just . ·: . people.
Bob Gordon took Michelle and me
life
in the city we have both come to
confession might be in the offfog, I
to services at San Francisco's lesbian
Like the tall, immaculately
raised my eyebrows. "It's something groomed transvestite who stopped to f11d gay synagogue, Sha'ar Zlhav
love. Most of all, I like to think of
rea 11 y naughty," he repeated.
her strolling down Castro Street
(Hebrew for "Golden Gate").
buy a newspaper at the convenience
"Something you've done many
some fine evening, holding hands
The wo~shippers included
store on our corner and chatted
times."
with a special woman she has met. I
the newly installed president of the
amiably about the weather with the
like
that thought best of all. I like to
By now I really was incongregation,
along
with
her
lover
owners, a middle eastern husband
trigucd. (What ancient indiscretion
think that probably nobody will even
and wife whose English was limited and their infant dal;lghter, as well as
might I have confided in a weak
lesbians and gay men of all ages and turn around.
to making change and chatting
moment?)· My friend leaned-cover
classes, dressed in everything from
· amiably about the weather. ':conspiratorially and said, "We
Or the owner of the Leather ACT-UP T-shirts to business suits.
walked down the street holding
The songs were the songs of
Image shop, wearing a "Metropolihands." And then, after another brief tan Community Church" T-shirt and my childhood~ the prayers celebrated
pause-" And nobody even turned
the struggles of lesbian and gay Jews
equally happy to tell me about the
~qll~~
around."
to affirm their Jewish heritage along
uses of his more esoteric wares, and
I saw many lesbian and gay
his work with the MCC and his three with their gay identity. During the
couples holding hands last month, ~ children.
Kaddish (the traditional mourners'
I and my extended family-spouse,
prayer) there was a reading of the
Or the exotically tattooed

NACHAS!
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Classified Ads

Your classified ad could

Lesbian Group Fonning: Lesbian
be listed here
psychotheraby group will begin meeting
weekly on September 15th from 3:30$8/40 words
5:00 p.m. for twelve weeks in Lewiston.
Led by expressive therapist and clinical
10 cents/add~l words
social worker. Contact Rheatha Forster
at 784-7127 or Nonna Kraus Eule at
LEAN ON ME: If you're a gay man
784-8747. Insurance reimbursable.
looking for support and a place to find
out more about yourself in a safe,
West End Sublet: (Sept. thru Feb. L)lus?) trusting environment, join our gay
Modern, attractive two-bedroom condo, men's support group. Explore
heterosexism, homophobia, gay pride
fully/partially furnished. Secure
empowerment,
relationships. Sliding
building near hospitals. Garage parkmg,
scale
fee.
A-group
is fonning now.
elevator,washer/dryer & fun appliances.
Call Fred Wolf, S.T.D., M.Div. and
$675 per month, plus utilities. Call
Chris Behan, M.S.W., 879-0757.
773-61 64.

'-~====================::._/,

Hot stuff for your insides.
Coo! T-shirts for your outsides.
Check us out if you think you can standthe heat.
SantaFe Gourmet

Inside 18 EKchan9e Street, Portland, Maine 84181 287- 775-8551
!ante Fe m Mam street, Freeport, Mame 84832 287-865-6525

-------

-------

-------

John Lennon and Brian Epstein
on a weekend the two spem
in
Barcelona in 1963."
Tkl,.\"WI'

~

773-199 9
Open 7 da ys
Lower Lobby
1S 1 Middle St ., Portl and

l

CP
August Events
Calendar

for directions. 498-2088.
August 21, Saturday/samedi: noon
(ME), 1:00pm (N-B), NLN Picnic &
Hike at Haystack Mountain, west of
August 7, Saturday: 8:30am-5:00pm
Presque Isle. Meet at parking lot. .
NGL1F Fight the Right WorkAugust 26, Thurdsay: 7:30-9:00 pm
shop, Unitarian Universalist Church, 6The Matlovich Society presents Betsy
Summer St., Augusta. Bring lunch. For · Sweet and Steve Wessler speaking on
more info: call Paula Aboud, 445-2863.
"Does Hate Begin in Kindergarten?
Northern Lambda folks call the
Combating Discrimination in Maine's
Phoneline, 498-2088 re: free overnight
Schools. Portland Public Library, 5
housing in Augusta & carpooli_ng.
Monument Square. Rines Auditorium,
August 7, Saturday: 9:00am-4:00pm
Wheel chair 'accessible.
Giant Flea Market fund raiser for August 28-29, Sat.-Sun./sam.-dim.
New Hampshire Friends of the Quilt
NLN BBQ-Swimming-Boating-Games
project. Manchester Memorial High
at a camp on the Van Buren side of Long
School, So . .Porter Street, Manchester.
Lake, beginning noon (ME), 1:00pm (N-·
August 11, Wednesday: 7:00pm
B). Bring dish to share, your own grill
Organizational meeting for a
item, beverage, lawn chair. People are
Women's Chorus. First Parish Church;
welcome to stay overnight. Call the
425 Congress ~t.~Portland. For more
Phoneline (498-2088),Wed. 7-9pm FMI.
info-773-6781 ~ All women welcome.
August 28, Saturday: 8:30pm-12:30am
August 12, Thursday: 7:00pm
Country Dance sponsored by Portsmouth
Matlovich Society Lawn Party,
Out and About. At the old ski lodge atop
235 High St., So.Portland. Bring a dish
Mount Agamenticus. A two-steppin' line
to share and something for grilling.
dancin' good time with a DJ. 1-95 north,
Million Dollar Bridge, tum left onto
exit 4 (York). Top of ramp turn left. Just
Broadway. Go 3 traffic lights to Mussey before Park & Ride, turn right onto
St. Take left on Mussey to High St. at
Chases Pond Rd. Approx. 6 mi.later
r:::. Coast Guard station. 5th house on left.
road turns to dirt, Tum right to the top.
August 14, Saturday/samedi: 5:00pm
August 28, Saturday: 8:00pm-1:00am
(ME), 6:00pm (N-B), Matthew Nutt of
Summer Sizzler dance, Pat's Peak in
Bangor leading discussion on AIDS
Henniker, NH. Admission $6, Music by
education/communicable diseases/health
DJ, Live Wire. '94 Pride Day fundraiser
issues. Location: Mapleton, ME. Bring
For more info, call (603) 382-9308.
dish to share & favorite beverage. Call
Mark your date books for:
Phoneline (498-2088) Wednesday, 7.9pm for more information & directions.
September 19, Sunday: 2:00-5:00pm
August 15, Sunday/dimanche: NLN
MLGPA Annual Meeting,
monthly meeting, Pullen Hall, UMPI
Unitarian Universalist Church, 6 Sumcampus. Call Phoneline (498-2088) for
mer St., Augusta. Nominations should
room #. · New meeting space for 6mos.
be received in advance. All Paula
August 15, Sunday: 10:00am-5:00pm
Abo\ld, 445-2863 .'
MLGPA Board Retreat in
Union, ME. Interested in becoming
October 3, Sunday: 4th Annual Maine
more active in MLGPA? Come help us
AIDS Walk. Walker will step off their
plan. Call Paula Aboud, 445-2863 for
marks in ten locations throughout Maine
details and directions.
to raise much needed funds for Maine's
August 17, Tuesday: 7:00pm
community based AIDS service
Meeting at the Underground,
organizaations. Your participation in
Spring St, Portland to organize a rethis event is vital to the continuation of
sponse to Carolyn Cosby's petition.
this work. Call the AIDS service organiFMI, call Ken Constant at 773-3042.
zation nearest you for sponsor sheets and
August 18, Wednesday/mercredi:
other information on how you can help.
7:00pm(ME), 8:00pm(N-B),
See the telephone listings under "OngoFold & Stuff the monthly Northern
ing Support" section of this paper.
Lambda Nord mailing at the Phoneline

Regular Meetings
or Support Groups
Northern Lambda Nord: 2nd Sunday
Call 498-2088. UMPI, Pullen Hall, 3:pm
(ME), 4:p.m (N-B). Everyone invited.

•••••
Out For Good: Thursdays 7-9pm, 445
Main St., Biddeford. Lesbian support/
discussion group. Free/$1 donation to
help w/rent. FMI call Bobbi-247-3461.
•••••
Rumford/Mexico Area AIDS Support
Group/Phoneline: Mondays, 7-8:30pm
at Mexico Congregational Church, Main
St. Call 364-8603.

•••••
Androscoggin Valley Aids Coalition:
Thursdays, 7pm, 70 Court St., 2nd floor,
Auburn. Support for people with HIV &
their families, FMI, call 786-4697,

•••••
Integrity/Dignity: First & third Sundays
at St. Luke's Cathedral (Emmanuel
Chapel), 5:15 pm. All are welcome.
Fellowship follow each service with a
vegetarian pot luck on 3rd. Sun. We
minister to the lesbian/gay community.
FMI, write POB 8113, Portland 04104.

•••••
Act Up/Portlnd: Sundays, 7pm YWCA,
87 Spring-St. and Mondays 6-8pm at 142
High St., #222. Join us in the fight for
universal rights! Call 828-0566.

•••••
Outright/Central Maine: Weekly,
confidential meetings for questioning
youth 22 years old and under. Call "First
Call" at 795-6677 or 1-800-339-4042,

•••••

THE AIDS LINE: 800-851-AIDS or
775-1267. HIV/AIDS related questions,
call Mon.Sat.9:00a.m. 5:00p.m .,Mon.
&Wed.evenings 'lil 7:30p.m. Anonymous
DIAL KIDS, 774-T ALK: For lesbian,
gay, bi & questionning youth under 19.
INGRAHAM VOLUNTEERS: Call
774-HELP (774-4357).
.
THE AIDS PROJECT: 22 Monument
Sq., 5th floor, Portland 04101. Call 7746877 FMI re: support group meetings .
Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick.
MAINE BISEXUAL PEOPLE'S
NETWORK: POB 10818, Portland, ME.
04104. Our purpose is to affinn in
ourselves and others the positive nature of
bisexuality and to work toward greater
acceptance in the bisexual, gay, lesbian,
and straight communities. Support and
referrals available.
AIDS SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
Bangor - 990-3626 - Eastern Maine
AIDS Network
Belfast - 338-1427 - Waldo-Knox AIDS
Coalition
'
Brunswick - 725-4995 - Merrym'eeting
AIDS Support Services
Bridgton - 583-6608 - Community Task
Force on AIDS
Portland - 774-6877 - The AIDS Project
AIDS Lodging House, PW A
Coalition, Names Project
Rumford - 823-4170 - Community AIDS
Awareness Program
Lewiston - 786-4697 - Androscoggin
Valley AIDS Coalition
Waterville - 626-3432 - Dayspring
Ellsworth - 667-3506 - Down East
AIDS Network
Oxford Hills - 743-7451 - Oxford Hills
Community AIDS Network

Central Maine Gay Men's S_upport
Group: Tuesdays, 7-8:30 p.m, Call 6221888 or 622-4254 for more information.

•••••
NH Friends of the Quilt: Thursdays,
7-9p.m. Notre Dame College, Elm St.,
Manchester. Quilting Bee. Call for more
information- (603) 668-5521.
/
/,

'-

142 High Street, Suite 634
Portland, ME 04101 (207) 879-1342

ONGOING
SUPPORT

Send 'your free calendar
listings, support group
listings, & PSA's
to CPR by the 20th
of each month

Your support
group meeting,
phone line help,
calendar dates
could be here.

